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 Dave simply loves animals on the planet and encourages others to appreciate them and not eat them! The main
character of the reserve, Dave, is a quirky monster from another world who knows a variety of fun and interesting
factual statements about animals.Dave Loves Chickens is the first in some books for small children examining the
unique characteristics of pets and questioning why people eat them. This fun, lighthearted book, full of bold colors and
friendly illustrations, is ideal for parents who would like to introduce their children to a far more compassionate way of
treating animals.
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 My children, ages 2 & Match Dave, the monster with a center of gold. This captivating book with its bright, bubblegum
colors will enchant young children while imparting a compassionate message. 4, truly love this particular story. A must-
have for raising vegetarian/vegan children A wonderful picture publication for vegan children. It conveys the message
that pets, in this instance our chicken friends, aren't food using age group appropriate language and images. The alien
Dave as the main character adds a humorous contact and my kids (age groups 5 and 3) appreciate flipping through the
web pages on a daily basis. This is an excellent & triggered my daughter's creativity! It's a little weird and gross,
however the illustrations have a sweetness about them.. Overall, superb children's book, perfect for age 2 & Wonderful
Simple, fun, easy to follow children's book. Five Stars Good vegan book Four Stars It was cute and my boy loved it.. If
they sleep, chickens often dream – we realize this because they experience rapid eye movement (REM) sleep... Adorable
and fun to learn This book is adorable. simple story that emphasizes the importance of chickens rather than eating
meat. My nephew(8) asked to read it and I allow him, that night time his mom went to cook him chicken and he asked
for a meatless dish instead. So it definitely appeals to children.. Provide a Cluck about Chickens! Chickens are sort of
awesome. They can distinguish between more than one hundred faces (poultry faces, that's! She was super pleased to
discover that Dave, while only a storybook personality, doesn't eat meat either! They appreciate sunbathing – and dirt
bathing! Great individuals that will get your children's attention. A mother hen will bravely defend her chicks from
predators; using “chicken” as a synonym for “cowardly” doesn’t quite fit. Chickens can travel up to nine miles an hour
and, you should definitely slaughtered for their meat or caged for his or her eggs, hens can live from five to eleven years
in the wild. (Okay, so probably I put a few factoids in his mouth area in order to add spice to this review, but you get the
gist! Just listen to Dave, the three-eyed, double-horned, snaggle-toothed, lumpy blue alien.But don’t take my phrase for
this.) He’s pretty wise, you know; he’d need to be, to master space travel and all.And this 35-year-old liked the artwork
and enthusiastic message, too. All pets are pretty great and have the right to become free – hens included! Connects
good with vegetarians and chicken owners! The message is usually presented in a fun, engaging, and gentle way,
stressing the initial attributes of chickens instead of, say, explaining the horrors endured by electric battery hens in egg-
laying facilities. DAVE LOVES CHICKENS is an excellent reference for parents and guardians who wish to increase kind,
compassionate, and critically-thinking children.A visitor from Much, Far Away, Dave can’t understand why we love some
animals and eat others.With bold, bright colors and fun graphics, DAVE LOVES CHICKENS can be an adorable picture
book that encourages kids to respect animals by not wanting to eat or otherwise exploiting them. It creates for a quick
read, an advantage for parents during bedtime tales. I purchased it for my 1 year old boy and I really enjoy reading it to
him.Dave Loves Hens, we love Dave! My 5-year-old boy cherished it and is very impressed that hens are distantly related
to T-Rex! The photos are entertaining as well, with one being truly a chicken flexing his muscle tissue and another
wearing an "anti-chicken meat" shirt! We connect to this book a lot more so as we've our own pet chickens that we like.
Don't underestimate the significance of having books that connect with your own morals, such as for example
vegetarianism. My daughter's initial comment while reading was "Oohhh EXACTLY LIKE US!".). Adorable Book Dave
Loves Hens is a very cute and informative book. On a side be aware, this book actually inspired & Love the Message
Some kids might such as this. She believed Dave really was funny with three eye and was motivated to draw her very
own monsters! I love the message. up. *I received this book free of charge in exchange for a genuine opinion, but
Personally, i reached out to the publisher as I understood this book would be highly useful in my own children's
bookshelf. She discovered it comforting that other folks understand her like of chickens too and why we don't consume
them. A must-possess for vegan and vegetarian family members!
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